
Our company is looking for a service director. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for service director

Define a right sizing model for a multi data center environment by
implementing a measuring and monitoring system to properly distribute
server capacity throughout the environment that insures proper capacity for
both immediate and long term service delivery forecasts
Evaluate operational processes by analyzing data from transactional systems
to derive understanding of the information needs, process inadequacies and
data quality issues within the environment
Engage broadly with the service delivery/operations teams to frame,
structure and prioritize problems where analytic and reporting projects or
tools can have the biggest impact
Manage a multi-year roadmap to conceptualize key deliverables in service
intelligence which will drive improvements across all service delivery areas –
quality, availability, performance, capacity management, and understanding
customer behavior
Ultimately, the director will guide a team which uses data to analyze and
rationalize priorities, define standards and practices for operational processes
Responsible for the design, development and delivery of systems, processes
and controls for change and release management
Lead the effort to standardize environments to provide for fast and reliable
deployment cycles
Liaise with development teams, infrastructure, security and operations to
improve the reliability, security and efficiency of processes
Work with various system owners to identify automations and integrations to
support more dynamic processes
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Qualifications for service director

Focus on continual process improvements
Develop standards, controls and processes for service transition and release
management, and ensures the establishment and maintenance of standard
operating procedures and run books
Establish and manage project capital, departmental budgets, and contracts
related to day to day activities
Participate in budget planning for the area and accountable for managing to
established budgets, including reallocating funding as priorities shift
Act as project manager of MTS projects by preparing project plans,
interacting with other departments and guiding MTS resources
Transform strategies into plans and goals for their unit for the next 18 to 24
months


